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            We are closed.

            The Alpin Arena Senales is closed. The summer season starts on 29.06.2024!
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                            Current situation & forecasts

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Here you can find all the information about the weather situation in Val Senales: Maso Corto weather and the conditions on the Val Senales Glacier as well as the temperature in the Italian Alps right now. Would you like to know the current snow height in the Alps? Here you can find out about the current snow depth in Val Senales.
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            Values in the valley
            4.6°c
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        Kurzras
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                        31.03.2024
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            Mountain values
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            255cm
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                        11.2 km/h
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                        01.04.2024
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                        45 cm
                    


        

    




        

    




            


    The weather today in Val Senales


    
        
            A cold front is approaching from the west and will cross South Tyrol in the night.

            The day will begin with high fog in some valleys, otherwise it will be fine with high cloud in the morning. The clouds will continue to increase in the afternoon and the first rain showers will arrive from Switzerland towards the evening. During the night it will rain widely and sometimes heavily with the passage of a cold front.
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                        Funivie Ghiacciai Val Senales Spa
 Maso Corto 111
 I-39020 Senales - South Tyrol
 T +39 0473 662171
 M info@schnalstal.com
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